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Electric Falcons to host go-kart racing 
BGSU Motorsports 
plans a go-kart grand 
prix for April 
By Adam Shapiro 
REPORTER 
Kick the tires and light the fires. 
BGSU Motorsports is revving up 
for an exciting year. 
The   student   organization 
— formerly known as Electric 
Falcon Motorsports — is making 
big changes this year and arous- 
ing students' need for speed. 
The group has set aside its 
award-winning, battery-powered 
vehicle, the Electric Falcon, and 
has fumed in a new direction 
— go-kart racing. 
Kart racing may seem like such 
a rush," said lim Hcrchler, presi- 
dent of BGSU Motorsports. 
To bring the excitement to 
campus, the organization is 
hosting the first-ever Grand Prix 
of Bowling Green in April and 
encoumging students and other 
organizations to get involved in 
the landmark event. 
The group is holding a dem- 
onstration and informational 
meeting today from 1 to 3 p.m. 
in the Perry Field House, where 
members will go over the require- 
ments of fielding a kart team for 
the competition. 
Five organizations have 
already signed up to field their 
own teams, and Herchler is hop- 
ing for at least five more. 
"The more teams the better," 
Herchler said. "It will be more 
competitive and fun." 
Members of the BGSU 
Motorsports team finished build 
PIT STOP: Tim Vose and crew look over the go-kart. 
Vince Girjiulo BGIfens 
ing their first kart and are hoping 
to build a second for the grand 
prix. 
Right now, they are focused on 
coordinating the inaugural event, 
which includes finding sponsors, 
establishing rules and enticing 
more teams to join. 
The grand prix will take place 
during Earth Week on April 22, 
and is being modeled after the 
Purdue Grand Prix, which has 
been around for nearly 50 years. 
BGSU Motorsports is setting 
itself apart by "racing for clean air 
and energy independence." 
All teams will be required to run 
their vehicles using an ethanol- 
based fuel, which bums cleaner 
than gasoline and is cheaper. 
Ethanol is also considered a 
renewable resource because it is 
derived from grain. 
Since its establishment in 1993, 
the organization has placed a 
heavy emphasis on developing 
and promoting clean and renew- 
able energy technologies in a 
motorsports setting. 
Even before they switched 
their focus to karting, the motor- 
sports group embodied this con- 
cept in the Electric Falcon, a bat- 
tery-powered racecar which they 
raced against other colleges for 
the past 10 years. 
The motorsports team won a 
handful of national champion- 
ships with the Electric Falcon, 
but decided to retire it last year 
due to increasing costs. 
The group decided kart racing 
would be a fun way to increase 
their on-campus involvement, 
so they set forth to establish the 
grand prix—an event they hope 
will become a celebrated BGSU 
tradition. 
Herchler is hoping for a large 
turnout at the event, as kart 
KART, PAGE 2 
Vince Eaigiulo BGNwrs 
FEEL THE RUSH: Tim Vose sits in the ethanol powered go-kart waiting to start the demonstration. The high 




By Bridget Tharp 
FEATURES EDITOR 
A handful of BGSU students 
became involved in north 
Toledo riots Saturday, but orga- 
nized campus groups avoided 
the chaos in die neighbor- 
hood around Woodward High 
School. 
Freshman Tyler Wittenmyer 
found himself in the middle of 
the riot, after traveling to Toledo 
with friends to protest die Nazi 
march. 
What began with a small 
agitated crowd shouting back 
against 14 Nazi 
chants of "white 
power," escalated 
into mob of hun- 
dreds of angry resi- 
dents. The crowd's 
frustration shifted 
away from the 
Nazis, when the 
Nazi march was 
canceled and they 
were escorted out of 
the neighborhood 
safely by police. 
Instead, the crowd targeted 
police, whom they attacked by 
throwing jagged cement pieces. 
"I knew there was a big 
potential of violence, or at 
least a moderate potential of 
violence," Wittenmyer said. "1 
didn't expect necessarily for the 
entire community to correlate 
between Nazis and police." 
When police used tear gas to 
control the crowd, Wittenmyer 
and his friends were affected 
by the spray. One friend was 
sprayed so severely that he 
developed a nose bleed. 
"[Nazis] just 
make a lot of 
noise. And I 
just don't want 
to give them 
that level of 
attention." 
BRIAN DIXQN, LSU 
Senior Bianca Hutchinson's 
grandmother lives in the neigh- 
borhood on Mulberry Street. 
The home is also just a block 
away from where a building 
was set on fire by gang mem- 
bers. Hutchinson's grandmoth- 
er told her that the inside of 
her house became cloudy with 
tear gas, when a relative rushed 
through the front door to avoid 
the spray. 
"My grandma said it wasn't 
enough (tear gas) to hurt her 
or anything," she said. "But I 
would imagine other residents, 
if   their   windows 
were open, or who 
knows, it probably 
would have been a 
big problem." 
Hutchinson was 
not in Toledo during 
the riot. She is the 
president of BAMN, 
a multicultural 
group also known 
as the "coalition to 
defend affirmative 
action and integra- 
tion." The group decided not 
to travel to Toledo to protest 
the Nazi march, although in the 
past they've traveled as far as 
Washington, DG for political 
rallies. 
She worried about her grand- 
mother on Saturday, and wished 
the Nazis had protested some- 
where other than her relative's 
neighborhood. But Hutchinson 
and members of BAMN do not 
feel that the group should have 
been silenced. 
RIOTS, PAGE 2 
City council votes 
against re-zoning 
By Laren Weber 
CITY DEWS EOITOR 
Bowling Green's Planning 
Commission unanimously voted 
against a re-zoning request for 
additional parking for the Wood 
County District Public Library 
Oct. 5. and the legislation was 
introduced to City Council mem- 
bers at last night's meeting. 
Council members received 
the ordinance to re-zone three 
parcels from R-2 single-family 
residential, to 1-1 institutional, at 
211 and 307 N. Church St. with a 
negative recommendation, said 
Mayor John Quinn prior to the 
council meeting 
"They recommended unani- 
mously, 6-0, against zoning 
changes for the property," 
said Quinn of the Planning 
Commission's Oct. 5 decision. 
The ordinance will receive two 
more readings before council 
makes a decision and a public 
hearing has been set for Dec. 5 
at 6:45 p.m. for residents to con- 
tinue to voice their concerns, said 
Mike Frost, Ward 4 councilman. 
"We want to hear public input 
and look at facts," Frost said. 
It would take a simple majority 
of council — or four votes — to 
override the commission's nega- 
tive recommendation. 
But Frost anticipates that coun- 
cil members' votes will coincide 
with the planning commission's 
recommendation. 
"Most of the time, council will 
reatly take a strong look at the 
recommendation of the planning 
commission," he said. 
A location for the Dec. 5 public 
hearing was not set last night. 
USG discusses policies 
By Andrea Slrvka 
REPORTER 
Lastnight.undergraduatestudent 
senators questioned proposed 
changes in the Ohio Transfer 
Module, the statewide transfer 
course policy, and an accompa- 
nying proposal to change how 
the University accounts for BG 
Perspective and interdisciplinary 
courses. 
Stephen Langenforder, director 
of BG Perspective, told senators 
that current statewide guidelines 
make transferring difficult for stu- 
dents because the state's guidelines 
that determine whether courses 
are transferable aren't broad 
enough. The University's propos- 
al for change would allow more 
classes to transfer between uni- 
versities, but senators questioned 
the complications that could arise 
from the proposed changes. 
"In our experience, Ithe current 
guidelines! have been too restric- 
tive," Langenforder said. ■ 
Currently, the state requires 
that courses must be "broad 
survey" courses to be able to 
transfer between Ohio's public 
universities. 
USG,PAGE 2 
Get but there? 
panelists stress 
By Laura Collins 
SENIOR REPORTER 
Internships—don't leave college 
without them. 
The importance of internships 
and experience was the common 
du'ineoflastnight'spanel discus- 
sion, "Careers in Entertainment. 
Sports and Recreation." hosted 
by the Career (Center. 
All the panelists gave brief job 
descriptions and what it took to 
get diere. 
"It's not what you know or who 
you know, it's who knows you," 
said Neil Neukam, the assistant 
general manager of corporate 
sponsorship for the Toledo Mud 
Hens. He stressed the impor- 
tance of students getting their 
names and faces "out then.'" 
through co-ops, internships and 
volunteering ! le added that col- 
lege students should start gelling 
experience their freshman war. 
"If you think you are go.'ng 
to walk out of college and get a 
job right away, you have another 
thing coming" Neukam said. 
The assistant general manager 
of corporate sponsorship for the 
Toledo Mud Hens. 
He added that finding a job in 
the sports management field Is a 
challenge, but having experience 
will set you apart. 
In addition to internships, 
another important ingredient 
in the job search is persistence 
said Tom Cole from the Buckeye 
Cable Systems Sports Network. 
"If you look at some of the 
most successful people in his- 
tory, at some point they all failed, 
but they didn't quit or give up," 
Cole said. 
To illustrate his point Cole 
talked about how Abraham 
lincoln ran for office five times 
before getting elected, how 
Michael lordan was cut from 
his j.v. basketball team and how 
the members of the Beach Hoys 
failed their music class. 
He suggested contacting the 
prospective employee alter an 
interview. 
"Follow up the interview with 
a phone call." Cole said. "If (iirrot 
Top can figure out how to use a 
phone, so can you." 
The panelists also discussed 
being open to many different job 
opportunities. 
'Don't limit yourself to one 
little area. If you branch out, you 
might find something different 
that you still like," said Nancy 
Rakowski, director of the fitness 
and wellness program at St. 
lames Adiletic dub. 
launa Blais. associate athletic 
director at die University, added 
thai in die athletic department 
there are multiple areas to get 
involved. Some of those areas 
include the communications 
department, the development 
department, event management 
and facilities management. 
While it doesn't always gel as 
much emphasis as internships, 
persistence and versatility the 
panelists agreed that having a 
good personality and positive 
attitude are equally important. 
"Somewhere along die line il 
has become uncool to be friend- 
ly." Neukam slid. "I would hire 
the person with a good attitude 
PANEL,PAGE 2 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST    WE™ 
The four-day forecast is taken ^l^h 
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Bowling Green students refuse to support Toledo rioting 
RIOTS, FROM PAGE 1 
"We don't agree with it. In no 
means at all. lint we uont take 
8Way their right [to speakl." she 
said. 
Another campus group was 
absent from the speak-out 
against the Nazis. Members of 
the Islack Stmlent Union ilid no 
protest attend because the) were 
at tile  Millions Mori' March In 
Washington, ix;. The event was 
held in celebration of the tenth 
anniversary of the Million Man 
March, according to HSU presi- 
dent l.iwana Jackson. 
Hie campus chapter of the 
National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People 
didn't go to loledo either, lessica 
Wilson, public relations for 
NAACP Ml campus, spoke on 
behalf of her group, 
"We icvl thai by attending the 
match vve would lie giving llieni 
an audience and we don't want to 
give tlicni an audience.'' Wilson 
said. 
The latino Snident Union had 
similai reasons for avoiding the 
protests. 
"INazisI just make a lot of noise. 
And I just don't want to give them 
that level of attention," said Brian 
I )iv in. who is tlie political action 
chair of I.SU. "for groups like 
that, they don't have any stand- 
ing, they don't have any power 
to change the law. I late doesn't 
rule the law... you don't fight hate 
with hale." 
Sophomore foe Aufenthie is 
proud of his decision to protest 
the Nazis. 
'And I think it's really impor- 
tant, not to have a passive voice." 
he said. "You need to have an 
active voice to have change. I had 
an active voice, and I think that 
mattered." 
Despite the potential for vio- 
lence, Aufenthie chanted with a 
small student group of socialists 
from Kent State, who he tailed 
"the good kind of socialists—not 
racists." Aufenthie was careful 
to specify what kind of socialists 
some protesters were because 
the Nazi group is officially 
known as the "National Socialist 
Movement." 
Aufenthie managed to leave 
the area before the crowd became 
engaged in the violent riot. 
"The Nazis would have out- 
numbered the people if people 
didn't show up," Aufenthie said. 
Bill White, spokesman for the 
Nazi group NSM, told The BG 
News that 80 members showed 
up to march in the Toledo neigh- 
borhood. However, only 14 actu- 
ally stood in formation Saturday, 
shouting Nazi chants at protest- 
er'. White claimed that most 
of the members could not get 
thniugli barricades around the 
high school, in pan liecause pro- 
testers blocked the entrances. 
If the NSM Nazis came to 
Bowling Green. BGSU freshman 
W'ittenmyer said he wouldn't 
expect a violent reaction like the 
riot in Toledo on Saturday. But 
even if another Nazi visit would 
he peaceful, "don't come to my 
neighborhood," said Wlttenmyer 
of the Nazis. 
Go-kart grand prix planned for Earth Day at University 
KART, FROM PAGE 1 
races are a popular spcitatoi 
sport. 
It's easy to see why. Powered 
by an engine about the size ol 
a Itmchbnx, the karts zip along 
at high speeds — drivers sit 
ting only inches above the pave- 
ment 
I he karts resemble more ol 
cage on wheels than a car, and it 
takes most drivers a few minutes 
in situate themselves inside the 
pint-sized vehicles, 
The grand prix is also giving 
organizations an opportunity to 
do something en iting and dif- 
fereru bycteatinga racing team. 
leams gel to construct their 
own karts, which usually cost 
around $1,500 to $2,000 to build, 
llerchki sakl. 
AU the teems competingln the 
grand prix are free to find spon- 
sors to help cover the building 
and entry hies, 
\ i n one want i ng to know more 
about me grand prix or joining 
the organization can attend one 
of the weekly meetings. 
The group meets ever\ 
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Room 
124 of the Technology Building 
to plan the grand prix and dis- 
cuss the development of their 
karts. They also set up limes to 
collectively work on the karts. 
"It's crazy when we all gel 
together,'' I lordlier said. "There 
are so many different personali- 
ties, t hal we all have a blast." 
Anyone can join in on the fun 
as membership is open to all 
students, no matter what iheir 
majors are. 
"We are glad to have anyone 
join the team as long as they are 
Interested in what we're doing," 
said Mark Strickland, a new 
member who helped build the 
first kart. 
The group is especially try- 
ing to get younger students to 
join since many of the mem- 
bers are upperclassmen, said 
I lordlier, who wants to ensure 
the University's tradition of 
motorsports doesn't die out. 
Members   i,m   earn   vain 
able experience working with 
the organization, and can get 
internships and co-ops with 
all the contacts they make, 
I Icrchler said. Those who work 
directly on the karts can gain 
important mechanical expe- 
rience. Other members gain 
business experience through 
marketing and promotion of 
the grand prix. 
"This is stuff that can't be 
taught in the classroom," 
Hcrchlersaid. 
UCF hosts discussion on homosexuality and sin in Bible 
Meghan Durfcak 
REPORTED 
standing in front of a crowded 
room, a united Church ol Christ 
minister (ondenined her lellou 
clergy colleagues for spreading 
hatred toward the gay and les- 
bian community. 
After an hour of lecturing on 
the topic "What the Bible really 
says about homosexuality Rev. 
Michelle Sleeker was exhausted 
as she niel with numerous dis- 
senting opinions on her inter- 
pretation of Biblical scripnire. 
Sleeker was asked to share 
her views ta .\nki Durum, a 
graduate assistant for the Outer 
Ol  Multicultural and Academic 
Initiatives for the Lesbian Gay 
Bisexual Traiisgcndcr Alliance 
Programs and Services. 
Sleeker fell  the besl way to 
understand the Bible was to look 
at it through an intellectual and 
scholarly perspective. To under- 
stand die scriptures she would 
have people know the literary 
genre, historical and cultural 
context, and context of the Old 
and New lesiameiit passages. 
" I here is no way we can just 
open up a Bible and say this is 
what it means for us in 2005." 
s.iul Sleeker. 
Beginning with the Genesis 
story of Sodom and Gomorrah, 
Sleeker explained the authors' 
culture' where polygamy was 
excepted,   women   were   not 
treated weft and the Israelites 
Babylonian captives depend- 
ing on propagation to do well. 
Stecker said people often use 
this passage as a reference for 
homosexual sin. Instead, she 
said Ihe text never said what 
"sin" was committed in Sodom, 
but referred to other lext such as 
Isaiah to conclude that Cod was 
angry with the injustices of the 
cities rather than sexual sin. 
After going through a few 
more passages. Sleeker made 
another point to explain that 
certain words have been lost 
in translation from the ancient 
languages the Bible was origi- 
nally written in to the versions 
read today. She said that peo- 
ple translating the Bible also 
used iheir views to change a 
meaning of a word. She also 
mentioned that lesus Christ 
never mentioned homosexu- 
ality. 
Having felt a calling from 
Cod "to preach the extravagant 
love of lesus Christ," Stecker, a 
lesbian, became a "grassroots 
activist* for equality for the 
I.CBT community, Concluding 
her presentation, she said, 
"The hate must stop, lesus is 
about love." 
While few in the room would 
disagree with her last state- 
ment, several audience mem- 
bers disagreed on her interpre- 
tation of the Biblical passages. 
Advisory Committee talks of accepting transfer credits 
USG, FROM PAGE 1 
BultheHGIVispcclivoAdvisiiry 
Committee, which wrote the 
proposal, wants Innovative and 
Interdisciplinary courses to be 
able to transfei aswelL 
The proposal originated 
because such University (nurses 
were declared [untransferable 
statewide. 
One COUtSe in particular that 
was n-jit'led was the Residential 
Center   (RISC)   220   course, 
Science Journeys, taught by W. 
Robcrl Midden. 
Students in the course build 
instruments and test the quality 
of Bowling Green underground 
water that could he affected 
by old oil wells, according to 
laiigenfurdcr. 
'Il was apparent to the people 
in Columbus that il should be 
included because it's a phenom- 
enal course," Midden said after- 
ward. 
According   to   Midden,   the 
course was rejected because it 
did not fit current requirements 
for the Transfer Module. 
But the course would be con- 
sidered transferable under the 
new proposal. 
The University's proposal 
would change how the state cat- 
egorizes and approves transfer- 
able courses. The Committee 
wants the state to examine 
courses based on their learning 
objectives and outcomes rather 
than simply the courses" subject 
FIGHT THE 
FLU! 
Get your Flu Shot at 
VOthe Student Health Service 
AT THIS TIME ONLY HIGH RISK 
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF 
People at high risk for influenza include asthmatics, 
diabetics, immunosuppressed, and over 65. 
BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12 TO OCTOBER 24 
Injections given: Mon., Tue., Wed., Thur.   8 am - 7 pm 
Friday   9:20 am - 4 pm 
COST: $15 
Payable ONLY by cash, check, credit card, or bursar 
MUST HAVE YOUR STUDENT ID 
matter. 
Learning objectives include 
helping snidents "communicate 
effectively' and logically analyze 
arguments, according to the pro- 
posal. 
Another proposal by the 
Advisory Committee is to change 
how the University counts gen- 
eral education requirements. 
Itight now, the University 
requires students to take a cer- 
tain number of BCI Perspective, 
formerly known as General 
Education, courses. 
But tlie Committee proposed 
requiring a certain number of BC 
Perspective credits hours based 
on the learning objective cours- 
es. 
Credit for courses would cov- 
ered under more than one disci- 
pline requirement. Itorexample, A 
& S 25(1. Great Ideas, would count 
as one credit of l-nglisft and one 
credit of Arts and I lumanities. 
But this would not affect cur- 
rent proposals, only those cre- 
ated after its approval. 
Still, senators voiced concern 
about the possible changes. 
Rene Bailey, public relations 
chair, and Anthony Calabrese. 
speaker, were afraid ihe propos- 
al could simply complicate an 
already difficult procedure. 
As a transfer student herself, 
Bailey knows firsthand the prob- 
lems that can arise in transferring 
if advisors arc not well trained 
because she was advised to take 
two classes she later found out 
she didn't need. 
Baiely fears dial the new pro- 
posal could make it even difficult 
for advisors. 
Calabrese voiced a similar 
opinion. 
"It seems like a lot for a rela- 
tively untrained advisor to have 
to do," Calabrese said. 
Langpnfordcr acknowledged 
that training for advisors would 




advice to BGSU 
PANEL, FROM PAGE 1 
who is outgoing before someone 
with a ton of experience who isn't 
friendly." 
I li ■ added that a good attinide is 
essential because you gain experi- 
ence, bin you can't teach a good 
personality 
JoAnn Kroll, director of the 
Career Center, Bald il was impor- 
tant to bring the panelists to the 
I Jniversiiy to help give s'udents an 
inside look at certain job fields and 
what il lakes to get those jobs. 
"We have many, many s|x>rt 
management majors [at the 
University!," Kroll said. "Tlie 
Careei Center likes to focus on 
areas where snidents have to take 
tlie extra effort to get iheir fool 
in ihe door, like sports manage- 
ment." 
Krisien Koebel is a psychol- 
ogy major interesied in the field 
of sport psychology Shi said she 
enjoyed the relaxed atmosphere of 
the discussion and the interactive 
discussion between tlie panelists 
and the students. 
"The panelists offered a wide 
range of information Uiat was 
helpful on many different levels, 
Ixiih in sports and in thi interview 
process," knclicl said. 
liir mon information on intern- 
ships, resume! and interviews, 
visit tiw Career Center in :mo 






In yesterday's issue of The 
BG News, it was incorrectly 
staled in "Poor attendance 
at CSS impedes voting" that 
Graduate Student Senate 
requires ibree-fourtlis of its 
General Assembly members 
present in all instances to 
make a vote. 
A variety of situations only 
call for a quorum — or at least 
half the senators—to be pres- 
ent for a vote. 
THE JET PROGRAM - CELEBRATING 20 YEARS 
The Japan Exchange and Tfodiing Program 
• Teach English to Japanese youth in ihe public schools 
• Work in local government offices 
• Experience the Japanese culture 
• Gain international experience 
JET offers: year-long paid positions, roundtrip air 
transportation to Japan, health insurance, training 
and mare! 
Application deadline: November 29, 200S 
For more information or lo apply online, visit our 
website, www.us.emb-jopan.go.jp and click on 
the JET link. 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
FACEB00K CRAZE CAUSING SOCIAL CONCERN 
(U-W1RE) — The growing popularity of Facebook 
has raised some concern about the growing impact 
of technology on social interaction. Author Michael 
Bugeja said Facebook encourages members to 
participate in simulated interaction rather than 
interpersonal interaction. 
Tuesday. October 18.2005 3 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
get a life 
^L^jp Hu'uik'mUroU'vrnhistalirntnim ataJBktaJHLeiaflRHB ^bjjjP^ 
9 a.m. 
"Architecture: Design Studios: 
Selected Works" 
Union Art Gallery Exhibit 
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Jehovah's Witnesses Into Table 
Union 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Peter Gourfain Exhibition 
Gourtain's stylized black and 
white woodcut and linoleum prints 
portray the human condition. This 
exhibition is free and open to the 
public, and is made possible with 
support from the Ohio Arts Council. 
Willard Wankelman Gallery 
10 a.m. -1 p.m. 
Women's Week Speaker Promotion, 
Sponsored by Gamma Phi Beta 
Union 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Vector Marketing Recruitment, 
Sponsored by the Career Center 
Union 
10 a.m. -4 p.m. 
New Orleans Food Drive, Sponsored 
by Phi Beta Sigma 
Union 
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Hurricane Relief Raffle and 
Recruitment. Alpha Phi Alpha will 
be raffling off Victoria's Secret 
items. 
Union 
11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
LDSSA Info Table, Sponsored by the 
Latter-Day Saints Student Assoc. 
Union 
11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Recruitment 
Union 
11 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Dance Marathon Promo Shirts Sale 
Union 
Noon - 4 p.m. 
Pink Paradise Week Info Table, 
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Union 
Noon - 6 p.m. 
Pampered Day Sign-up, Sponsored 
by BGSU Gospel Choir 
Union 
1 p.m. 
Grand Prix of Bowling Green 
Information Meeting 
This is a demonstration and infor- 
mational meeting fo: the upcom- 
ing Grand Prix of Bowling Green. 
Information will be available about 
how to field a student race team 
for the go-kart racing event coming 
to BGSU. 
Perry Field House Meeting Room 
4 - 5 p.m. 
Questioning Your Alcohol Use 
A workshop to help explore the 
role of alcohol use in your life. 
Strategies to address problem 
THE BLOTTER 
Friday. Oct. 14 
At 12:08 a.m., a com- 
plainant reported a fight 
amongst three males in 
Lot J. The officer talked 
to all the subjects and 
their differences were 
settled. 
A parking officer 
found a signed check 
with a message left for 
the person who signed it 
at 10:43 a.m. 
Peter Opperman 
reported that a female 
riding a bike hit his vehi- 
cle at 12:12 p.m. 
A car accident 
occurred at 1:07 p.m. 
Elizabeth Jennings of 
Maumee. Ohio was turn- 
ing in Lot 1 and struck 
the vehicle of Andrew 
Shaffer of Portage, Ohio. 
Heather Merritt 
reported at 1:48 p.m. 
that her trombone was 
stolen from the Music 
Building sometime after 
Wednesday. 
At 4 p.m., Brian 
Thompson reported that 
he lost his student ID. 
PE0 and keys. He was 
advised to go to Dining 
Services and cancel his 
account. 
Justin Cartor request- 
ed that his bike lock had 
been cut off outside the 
Music Building at 4:33 
p.m. 
Erin Gartz reported at 
5:12 p.m. that the front 
license plate was stolen 
oH her vehicle in Lot 1. 
A female was struck by 
a hockey puck at the Ice 
Arena at 8:34 p.m. She 
refused transportation. 
Saturday, Oct. 15 
At 12:03 a.m., a cam- 
era monitor observed two 
females in Lot 7 trying 
to assist a female into a 
vehicle. The vehicle left 
the lot, and responding 
units located it and found 
the driver to be sober. 
Allison McDowell of 
West Chester, Ohio was 
cited for possession of 
marijuana and posses- 
sion of a drug abuse 
instrument in Lot 8 at 
12:19 a.m. 
The PED reader was 
not working on the 
main lobby door of the 
Chapman Community at 
2 a.m. 
At 5:12 a.m., Katrina 
Gomez reported that her 
CD plate was missing 
from her vehicle while 
parked in the McFall 
parking lot. 
Tyler Warniment 
reported at 5:29a.m. that 
his iPod was taken from 
his room in McDonald 
North. The iPod was later 
returned. 
An officer found a 
male sleeping in the Fine 
Arts Building at 6:12 
a.m. 
BGFD responded to a 
fire alarm at Offenhauer 
Towers at 8:14 p.m. 
Jared Faiella of 
Hinckley, Ohio and Troy 
Matthews of Lakewood, 
Ohio were cited for under- 
age under the influence 
of alcohol at 10:28 p.m. 
in Founders Hall. 
Sunday. Oct. 16 
Alissa    Highley   of ! 
Celma, Ohio was cited • 





to fit in a 
dormitory closet! 
drinking will be discussed. 
Counseling Center 
4:30-5:30 p.m. 
BGSU NAMI Meeting 
The National Alliance for the 
Mentally III is holding an open 
meeting to all members or new 
members to plan future events and 
plans. 
UCF313 murstin Ave. 
7:30 p.m. 
Former German Ambassador to 
speak at BGSU. 
Hans Arnold was the head of the 
German Foreign Office and ambas- 
sador to the United Nations. He will 
be giving a lecture entitled "Europe 




Hubble Vision — the best from the 
Space Telescope. Multi-media show 
in the Planetarium, $1 donation 
suggested, lasts approximately one 
hour. 
BGSU Planetarium, 112Physical 
Sciences Lab Building 
9 p.m. 
Lynchings in America 
Presentation on the history of 
lynching practices in the U.S. and 
how it affected more than just fhe 
African-American population. 
0lscamp221 
for underage under the 
influence of alcohol at 
2:18 a.m. 
At 2:37 a.m., an ill 
female student was 
transported by an ambu- 
lance to Wood County 
Hospital. 
University police 
checked a vehicle parked 
in Lot Mat 9:23 a.m. The 
sticker did not match 
the vehicle and the keys 
were left in it. Officers 
secured the vehicle and 
brought the keys to the 
station. 
A fire alarm went off 
at the Kappa Kappa 
Gamma house at 2:21 
p.m. It was burned food 
that caused the alarm, 
and BGFD was canceled 
by a University police 
officer. 
A brownish sub- 
stance was reported 
coming from a heater 
in McDonald North 
at 2:50 p.m. The call 
was passed to weekend 
maintenance. 
At 3:35 p.m., Anthony 
Digia ndomen ico reported 
a lost or stolen backpack 
in Harshman-Bromfield. 
Shannon Harris 
reported at 5 p.m. that 
her vehicle's grill and 
emblem were stolen 
while parked at 514 N. 
Enterprise St. 
John Payne reported 
a bike theft from Jerome 
Library at 6:02 p.m. 
Avehicle driven by Erin 
Darnley of East Sparta, 
Ohio struck a vehicle 
driven by Nicholas Smith 
of Bellefontaine, Ohio at 
8:31 p.m. 
FEEL THE RHYTHM 
Jordan flower BfiNews 
STAYING IN STEP: Celestino Carreon, the vice-president of the Latino Student Union, dances 
with Aireal Matthews at the salsa dance night sponsored by the Latino Student Union. 
ESTABLISMCD IN CMMLESTOtl. IL 
IN IM3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS SPA 




0*. SO MY SWt KALLY AREN'T GOUeWT AND 
HI 61 HOT FRENCH FITWS. MY SUBS JUST TASTE 
A UTTU KTTIR, THAT S All! I WUfTtD TO 
CAll IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANCWOUS. BUT 
MY MOM TOLD Ml TO STICK MTH COUCMET. 
SMC THINKS MMATCVft I DO IS GOURMET, BUT 
I DONT THINK EITHER OF US OOMft MAT IT 
MEANS   SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY! 
*4.SO 
»•*&*■■ 
8" SUB SANDWICHES     Coo«ME;
,,SSSwic»e» \mHT CWB SANDWICHESI 
III it my tasty sub sandwiches are a (ill 8 inches ol 
homemade death bread, fresh veggies and the finest 
meats ft cheese I can buy! And it it mailers 10 you. 
we slice everything Iresh everyday in this store, right 
here where you can see it. (Mo mystery meat here!) 
#1 PEPE* 
Real applewood smoked ham and pronlone cheese 
tarnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Awesome!) 
#2 BIG JOHN 
Medium rare shaved roast bee), topped with yummy 
mayo, lettuce, and tomato (Can't beat this one!) 
#3 SORRY CHARLIE 
California baby tuna, timed with celery, onions, and 
our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts, 
cucumber, lettuce, aid tomato. (My tuna rocks!) 
#4 TURKEY TOM* 
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lopped with lettuce, 
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original) 
#5 VITOr" 
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolooe. 
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian 
vinaigrette. (Older it with hit peppers, inst me!) 
#6 VEGETARIAN       ( 
Several layers ol provolone cheese separated by rial 
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce, 
(omato. and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub nit for vegetarians 
inly    peace dude1) 
J.J.B.L.T.™ 
lacon. lettuce, tomato. & mayo. 
(the only better III is mama's BIT. this one rules!) 
• SIDE ITEMS • 
• Soda Pop $0.99/5119 
• Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie  ..$1.25 
• Real potato chips or |umbs kosher dill pickle .     SO 75 
• f ma load of meal $1.25 I 
• Eitra cheese or eitia avocado spread $0.05 
» Hot Peppers $1.25 
FPEEBIES   (SUBS C CLUBS ONLY) 
Onion  lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced 
cucumber Dijon mustard, oil ft vinegar, aid iregano. 
PLAIN SUMS'" 
III Silk minus the nf(its lU lance 
SLIM I Hint cheese 
SLIM ? liiiiMtl 
SLIM 3 Inaiaial 
SLIM 4 Inker iieast 
SLIM 5 SilMi. ciiiceli. cheese 
SLIM 6 Double prorolaae 
Low Carb Lettuce Wrap 
cftD(ffiEi®P 
Same ingredients and price it the 
sub or ctub without the bread. 
YOUR CATERING 
SOLUTION!!! 
BOItUNCMS. PIITIIRS. MIlllS' 
011IIIRY ORDERS mil include a delr.eiy 
charge el 3SC per item i*/-lkc). 




This sandwich was invented by 
Jimmy Johi's brother Huey. It's higi 
enough to feed .he hungriest of ill 
humans! Tons ol genoa salami, sliced 
smoked ham, capicola. roast beef, 
turkey ft provolone. jammed inti 
one of our homemade French bins 
then smothered with onions, mayi. 
letlici. tomato. & our homemade 
Italian dressing. 
My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese try it 
on my Irish baked thick sliced 1 grain bread or my lamius 
homemade trench bread! 
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CIUB 
I fill 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham, provolone 
cheese, letuci. tomato. ft real mayo' (1 real stick) 
#8 BILLY CLUB* 
least beef. ham. provolone. Oijin muslard lettuce. 
tomato, ft mayo. (Hire's to my eld pal I illy who 
invented this great combo.) 
#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB 
Real gnoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. and 
provolone cheese all tipped with lettuce, tomato, onion. 
■aye. and our homemade Italian vinaigrette 
(Til hai'ta irder hot peppers. Just ask!) 
010 HUNTER'S CLUB" 
I fill 1/4 pound of fresh sticid medium ran roast beef, 
provolone. lettuce, tomato. ft mayo. (It rocks"!) 
#11 COUNTRY CLUB* 
fresh sliced turkey bieast. applewood smoked ha 
provolone. aid tons ol lettuce, tomato, aid mayo! 
(I very traditional, yet always eicoptional classic!) 
«I2 BEACH CLUB* ® 
Fresh baked turkey breast, privoloie cheese, avocado 
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and 
mayo! (It's the real deal folks, and it ain't ivei California ) 
#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB* 
Double provolone real avocado spread, sliced 
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato, ft mayo 
(Try it oi my /grain wholi wheat bread. This veggie 
sandwich is world class!) 
#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB* 
Roast beef, turhey breast, lettuce, tomato, ft mayo 
li Imerican classic, certainly not invented by J.J but 
definitely tweaked aid line tuned to perfection! 
#15 CLUB TUNA* 
The same as our 03 Sorry Charlii ncipt this no has a 
lit mire Homemade tuna salad, provolone. sprouts, 
cucumber.lettuce. ft tomato. (I guarantee It's awesome!) 
#16 CLUB LULU* 
Fresh sliced turbey breast, bacoi. lettuce, tomato, ft 
mayi. (JJ's original tnrkey ft bacon club) 
WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK 
BOWLING GREEN    1616 E. WOOSTER   419.352.7200 
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOMN'S!" 
• ?■•* JIMMT JOHN S IIINCHISI IDC   HI HI EH. IS KStlfll Wi Imivt III ll(ht to Mitt lot Mem Cbllffl 
4 Tuesday. October 18.20O5 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Qi'OTKrvoron; 
"There's no question that we will expect 
further outbreaks of avion disease... The 
Americas, Africa and the Middle East are 
also very much in our minds." 
Dr.Mk.li.icl Ryan,World Health Organization 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
0PM0N 
STAFF KDITOI'.IAI.I IWIVKIiSI I Y OK IIIIODK ISLAM) 
High court requires real debate 
[be debate OVH (be ideologi- 
cal beliefs of U.S. Supreme Court 
nominees between Democrats 
and Republicans, and even 
between tin right and moderate 
Republicans themselves, misses 
die entire point ol die nomina- 
tion  process,   the question al 
hand should not be. "I low is lliis 
nominee going to effect mj per- 
sonal agenda? 
However, die bickering on 
Capitol Hill about chief lustice 
lohn Roberts and potentialjustice 
Harriet   Miers   mirrors   Hghis 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think the technology 
on campus is at the level it 
should be? Send an e-mail to 
thenews@bgnews.com and tell 
us what you think, or post feed- 
back on our Web site. 
about personally held beliefs as 
Opposed to their understanding 
of the law. Both have bad their 
personal histories dredged by 
both parties in hopes of finding 
the smoking gun in support for 
or against abortion rights. 
During the process, very lit- 
tle attention has been paid to 
Roberts' and Miers' actual quali- 
fications for the job. Have their 
past legal decisions held up on 
appeal? What recommenda- 
tion tlid they receive from the 
American Bar Association? Will 
they he able to handle the rigor- 
ous schedule of a justice?, 
Instead of this, the focus has 
been on the supposed "wink and 
nudge" assurances by members 
of the Hush administration. 
Recent reports have said Karl 
Rove told lames Dobson, the 
founder of the anti-abortion 
group Focus on the Family, that 
Miers opposed abortion rights. 
This is another example of Rove 
shooting his mouth off improp- 
erly, but just because Rove said 
Miers is opposed to abortion 
rights does not mean she is. 
During her confirmation hear- 
ing, Miers should be asked if she 
holds any strong convictions that 
would interfere with her ability to 
interpret the law, but she should 
not be vilified beforehand. 
If Miers docs not have a 
recorded opinion on an issue, 
she should not be judged by 
her association with President 
George W. Bush or the ramblings 
of Karl Rove. Ibis is the opposite 
of a situation faced by former 
President Ronald Reagan, whose 
nominee, Robert Bork, could not 
garner support because of his 
outspoken conservative views. 
The concern of conservatives 
and Republicans is that Miers 
could lie another David Souter. 
who was once thought to be a 
conservative judge but instead 
has voted for most liberal causes. 
I lowever, this concern should not 
be relevant as long as Miers bases 
her rulings on the law, as Souter 
and other justices must do. 
A judge should be open to new 
ideas and positions, not come in 
with their own rigid, unchang- 
ing dogma. It would be nice if 
the senate remembers this dur- 
ing the confirmation hearings of 
Miers. as opposed to falling back 
on their own opinions. 




Ignorance has indeed pre- 
vailed diis weekend at the 
[bled 'i. nnh it was not 
thai of the Neo Nazis but of the 
ethnic minorities, 
Our ignorance has helped 
them to succeed with their goals, 
and helped to portray us as vio- 
lent irrational beings. 
The majority oi those who 
were to march in the Net) Nazi 
protest were not even from the 
Toledo area, \ et we destroy our 
own in ibis counter protest." 
h is as if its a sad modern-day 
Rodney King episode that has 
taken place this past weekend 
In these following days as we 
repaii our own doings, the pro- 
testers return to their undam- 
aged homes on their quiet 
streets 
rhej have won, and yet the 
ignorant locals smirk and think, 
"Ut: showed them not toconie 
into our neighborhood.'' 
If we simply had dune nothing 
in opposition ol the neo Nazis 
protest, we would have said and 
accomplished SO much more. 
I received a call from The BG 
News to see if the Latino Student 
I inion was going to go up to 
Ibledo in a counter protest, to 
add to the ignorance and portray 
more hlackand brown faces for 
I he news. 
We did not. As educated eth- 
nic minorities we must realize 
die repercussions of our actions 
and forewarn others to do the 
same. 
It is not the action of the 
mayor or the police that brought 
the Nazis to the streets of 
Ibledo; the) too must abide by 
the Constitution rhej had the 
constitutional right to be there 
whether anybody liked it or not. 
Until the city had a viable 
reason for canceling the pro- 
test, they couldn't doanvthing 
more then abide by the laws 
that govern us. 
When they did cancel the pro- 
test, riots ensued, but in opposi- 
tion of what? 
We riot because they canceled 
the protest we never wanted in 
our neighborhood to l>egin with? 
Innocent people have been 
injured. Ignorance has been 
encouraged. Thus we will con- 
tinue to do the very thing these 
Individuals tried to ensue from 
their protest in the first place. 
They brazenly total up the 
number of ethnic minorities 
arrested as a result of their 
actions, then watch as police put 
away these "criminals. 
I only hope that when this 
happens again — and it will 
— we will realize that encourag- 
ing ignorance only creates ii. 
We fell prey to their game, but 
it we educate ourselves and pre- 
pare ourselves for the next attack 
against our racial identity we will 
be ready. 
Not ready to fight physically 
hut ready to win this battle Or 
wits, whereas our opponents will 
be unarmed. 






Yesterday in The BG News, 
Mike Pulton wrote about 
bow any bar or business 
in America can allow or not 
allow anyone into their estab- 
lishment as long as they are not 
breaking the law. 
Well, what Mr. Pulton and 
many must remember is that a 
bar has to have a liquor license 
to sell alcohol in their establish- 
ment. 
The ability to sell alcohol is 
not a right; it is a privilege that is 
granted by the state of Ohio. 
So any business, club or bar 
that wants to sell alcohol must 
obey any rules and regulations 
set up by the state of Ohio, if they 
want to continue to sell alcohol. 
Pulton also goes on to say that 
the banning of certain kinds of 
clothing may he linked to racial 
discrimination but to make thai 
link is a giant leap. 
PUlton says that if you do not 
like the dress code and the way 
they enforce you should stay 
home. 
Well. I guess maybe Pulton 
might have also said during die 
1960s civil rights movement that 
if you do not like how African- 
Americans cannot eat or stay at 
the same places as white people, 
you should not go to those 
places and you should just stay 
at home. 
Pulton and others who 
believe a bar. business or any 
establishment has a right to not 
allow anyone for any reason 
including race, religion, creed, 
sex or disability should remem- 
ber Amendment XPV of the 
Constitution. 
That amendment states, "nor 
shall any state deprive any per- 
son of life, liberty or property, 
without due process of the law, 
nor deny to any person within its 
jurisdiction the equal protection 
of the laws." 
Since a bar has a liquor license 
which is granted by the state of 
Ohio, I believe tiiat makes a bar 
a public entity, so a bar must 
not discriminate against anyone 
based on nice, sex, national ori- 
gin, creed or disability. 
If any bar is doing so, they 







I read with some amaze- 
ment the letter sent by Mike 
Pulton yesterday addressing 
the dress codes of the bars in 
Bow ling Green. 
If he indeed reads The BG 
News, he would not have missed 
the fact dial the columns, letters 
and articles are not just address- 
ing a clothing choice. 
They address the fact that 
while one person may have been 
banned because of his apparel, 
another wearing the exact same 
apparel was allowed in. 
In fact, one letter came from a 
white student who was allowed 
in wearing banned apparel, 
while his African-American 
friend was denied entry. 
That, my friend, is blatant, 
unabashed discrimination. 
As a BG parent, I despise dis- 
crimination, but I also despise 
selective reading. My advice to 
Pulton is to read all of the infor- 
mation, not just some of it. 
At EDA MCNEIII 
noburg4mc@yalioo.com 
ONTHE STREET 
If you could have any 
superpower, what 





Spiderman so I don't 
have to get up to grab 
stuff." 
DAVID WRICE 
JUNIOR, GRAPHIC DESIGN 
"I'd be able to turn 
invisible so I could 
disappear from class." 
ADAM POLEN 
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS 
"Time control. I 
could freeze time, 
run around the class 
and look at people's 
answers during tests." 
There is a 1 in 5 chance that a U.S. working 
woman will earn more than her husband. 
EMILY HARRIS 
FRESHMAN, EDUCATION 
"I'd be able to fly, so I 
don't have to pay 
for gas." 
Riot only justified 
presence for Nazis 
I am not really a big fan 
of Nazis in any capacity, 
whether it is the old kind or 
the "neo" kind. 
But I will fight to the death for 
their first amendment right to 
express their beliefs — no matter 
bow offensive they may be. 
Brian Levin, a former NYPD 
officer, while discussing the issue 
on Pox News, agreed — you can- 
not deny someone the right to 
make a public statement, even if 
it is likely to offend. 
lack Pord, the mayor of Toledo, 
also defended the Nazis' right to 
march. 
Even though I have been 
accused of having Nazi ties after 
some previous columns ruffled 
feathers, I can safely say that 
white supremacists really arc not 
my favorite people. 
We all learn, hopefully some- 
what early in life, that not every- 
thing we say and do will be met 
with the approval and accep- 
tance of others. 
Along the same lines, we can 
hardly expect everyone else to 
cater to our own insecurities and 
potential to become offended, 
and strip themselves of their 
own freedom of speech. 
With that said, I have a dream 
— that people will leam how to 
solve their problems without 
rioting. 
The moral of the story is this: 
you catch more flies with honey. 
In other words, you accomplish 
more social change by not riot- 
ing, and instead making positive 
changes. 
The people who disapproved 
of the white supremacists mak- 
ing a trip to Toledo did them- 
selves no favors whatsoever by 
engaging in the son of behavior 
they participated in. 
Most people will not empa- 
thize with white supremacists. 
But in this case, I doubt many 
people arc empathizing with 
the rioters. 
If the goal was to rebel against 
white supremacy, I am fairly 
certain they lost. There arc bet- 
ter ways of getting a point across 
than throwing rocks through 
ambulance windshields and set- 
ting buildings on fire! 
It is highly likely the image of 
Toledo was not a high priority 
when the anti-neo-Nazi rebel- 
lion was planned. But now, yet 
another negative vision of Ohio 
is planted on the front pages 
of newspapers and news crews 
are all here, reporting on the 
city that was still under a state 
of emergency 24 hours after the 
rioting ended. 
As of this writing, things seem 
to be relatively peaceful. But 




anteed that the tensions will be 
ingrained in the neighborhood 
and virtually unavoidable. 
Until the event occurred, I am 
sure most of us were unaware 
of what the white supremacists 
had planned. 
The neo-Nazis planned a 
march through a largely African 
American neighborhood in 
Toledo because of a dispute 
between two neighbors — one 
white and one black, and to 
make their point that gang vio- 
lence is a problem. The event 
was ended shortly after violence 
broke out. 
I low did the dissenting popu- 
lation respond? 
With violence! 
It is possible that the white 
supremacists fully expected this 
reaction from their planned 
march in Toledo. 
Unfortunately, if that was their 
plan, they elicited the reaction 
they desired. Their point was 
proven with barely any effort on 
their part. 
Trie white supremacists made 
their way'out of the whole affair 
relatively scot-free, no matter 
what their nefarious plans were. 
When they were asked to leave, 
they departed. No rioting. In 
reality, it was the law enforce- 
ment and innocent people who 
were in danger. 
One bystander who was inter- 
viewed on Fox said it was not the 
police running after the rioters, 
but the rioters running after the 
police. One female police officer 
was hit in the head with a rock, 
and several other members of 
law enforcement were injured. 
It is tragic to think that less 
than two dozen white suprema- 
cist protesters could cause a 
riot of about 600 people in one 
neighborhood. In die end. 114 
people were arrested and it took 
four hours to restore order. 
Many feel the white suprema- 
cists had no right to be there, or 
to demonstrate as they did, and 
that it was a weakness of law 
enforcement to even allow (hem 
into the area. 
It is wise to remember that 
in this country, under the First 
Amendment, no matter how 
offensive or misguided people 
might be, the law dictates that 
they too have a right to express 
their point of view in public. 
Send comments to Danielle al 
divinter@bfpu.edu 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be fewer 
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University's campus or the Bowling 
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between 600 and 800 words. These 
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Columns arc printed as space on the 
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ENCLAVE1 ENCORE 
Phase II being built to answer high demand! 
"The Enclave Apartments haw filled up to quickly the UuM two yean thai 
the) are building more apartments to keep up with the demand. The new 
property will have all lour bedroom, lour bathroom apartment homes. Pre- 
leasing hai been ongoing for fall of 2006 lor both communities. The new 
community will be located directly behind the existing community ai 906 
Klot/ Rd. 
I he new property will hoasi a resort style pool, two |a« u/zis, one of whieh 
will be open year round, three lii.nh pressure tanning domes, computer lab. 
a huge fitness center, a twenty-four how activities room with Playstation, X- 
Hox and a cozy fireplace as well as a basketball i ourt 
"The apartment homes will all be completely furnished with a hii> screen 
television, internet hookup in every bedroom as well .is the Irving room to 
hookup game systems, dishwasher, range, refrigerator, microwave, and full- 
size washer and dryer. 
Holly Keiuhail conmiuuit\  manager said) "1 am really excited about the 
community! We intend to neat the two communities ,(s one large community 
once construction i* complete which will mean double the amenities and 
double the fun for our residents.   I he big screen televisions and private bath 
for each resident has been in high demand so we are happy to finally be able 
to meet thai demand!11 
lb help maximize your living experience at The Enclave, the professional 
management staff offers a roommate matching program and 24-hour 
maintenance. Utilities included with the apartment will be hash, internet, 
water and sewage. Bedrooms are leased individually with their own private 
bedroom door locks! No more winning about your roommates sticking 
you with charges!    The monthly rental installment is 1350.00 Including 
furniture. 
The office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30AM until 7:00PM, 
Saturday from 10:00AM until 4:00PM. and Sunday from 12:00PM until 
kOOPM. 
CURRENT 4 Bedroom 2 Bath Apartment Layout NEW 4 Bedroom 4 Bath Apartment Layout 
COLLEGE LIVING DOESN'T GET BETTER THAN THIS 
THE ENCLAVE APARTMENTS 
• Washer and dryer in every apartment home 
• Individual leasing by the bedroom 
• Furnished apartments available 
• Resort style pool and hot tub 
• 24-hour computer lab 
• 24-hour fitness center 
• Microwaves and dishwashers in every apartment 
• Basketball & sand volleyball courts 
• 24-hour billiards room 
• 24-hour emergency maintenance 
• On site management 
• Free internet in every bedroom 
• Free ultra bulb tanning dome 
• On the BGSU shuttle route 
• 24-hour game room with X-box & PS2 
THE ENCLAVE II APARTMENTS 
All the same great amenities above plus  
•Year round hot tub 
• 24-hour activity room with fireplace, X-box and PS2 
• Four bedroom Four bath apartment homes 
• Big Screen television in every apartment" 




906 Klotz Rd. (Office at 706 Napoleon Rd.) 





I HE  BG DEWS 
BG basketball names 
a trio of captains 
Seniors Jill Lause and Casey 
McDowell, and junior All Mann 
have been selected to captain the 
2005-06 BGSU women's basket- 
ball team. 
Lause is the only three-year 
player on the team and Mann is 
the first junior to be named cap- 
tain during coach Curt Miller's 
five years at BG. The Falcons 







Asst. Sports Editor 
Three years ago, I was given the 
unique opportunity of seeing 
Lebron lames play a high school 
basketball game. 
Somehow my friends and 
I scored tickets to the season- 
opener at Akron's St. Vincent 
St. Mary. The Irish played every 
other home game that year at 
the University of Akron because 
a high school gymnasium sim- 
ply wasn't large enough for the 
crowds that followed lames. 
'!he first quarter of what turned 
out to be a blowout hadn't even 
ended when I turned to a friend 
and told him how I thought the 
publicity would eventually get to 
The Chosen One. There was no 
way an 18-year-old could take 
that much hoopla in stride. He 
was going to crack 
Silly me 
I also expressed thoughts that 
lebron would not have an imme- 
diate impact in the NBA. Carmek) 
Anthony would certainly become 
a better professional player and 
lames would be the victim of 
unhealthy expectations. 
Oops. 
1 promise I wasn't hating on 
King lames when I figured he 
would sign on with a larger-mar- 
ket franchise when his contract 
runs out next year with the 
Cleveland Cavaliers. 
He dispelled those notions a 
few weeks back by publicly stat- 
ing that he has no desire to leave 
Geveland. Ill take his word. 
Now I'm finally going to show 
lames some love. After failing mis- 
erably over the last decade, the 
NBA has found the next Michael 
Ion Ian. I made this prediction to a 
friend when we saw lames score 
41 points and dish out 13 assists 
against New Jersey during his 
rookie season He'll begin his third 
professional season Nov. 2 when 
the Cavs host New Orleans. 
Amazingly, James is ahead 
of where lordan was after two 
seasons in the NBA. Vince Carter, 
Kobe Bryant and even Harold 
Miner were touted as the next 
lordan. but none of them — espe- 
cially Miner — understood the 
professional game as quickly as 
lames did. 
As gifted as lordan was, it also 
wasn't a secret that he had an 
unparalleled work ethic and love 
for the game. And he would rip 
jour heart out for a win. I believe 
lames has these same uncanny 
qualities — along with Jordan's No 
23 jersey. 
Jordan retired — who knows, 
he may come back for his fourth 
go around — with six NBA titles 
and five MVP awards So far, 
James has yet to play postseason 
ball, but he's averaged 24.1 points, 
6.4 rebounds and 6.6 assists. 
Jordan wouldn't have done 
any better with teammates like 
JR Bremer and Ira Newble, and a 
coach like Paul Silas. 
Entering this season, James 
finds himself surrounded by tal- 
ented newcomers Larry Hughes, 
Damon Jones and DonyeU 
Marshall. His assists should go up 
and hell probably get more open 
shots. Oh, and he told reporters 
that he added a new dimension 
to his game. Once again 1 doubt 
him, if only because I already 
thought he was about as com- 
plete as can be. 
At 6- fix it H. 240 pounds and 
speed that have some thinking 
he could have been a remarkable 
wide receiver in the NFL, James 
may be the most physically gifted 
person on the planet He is nearly 
impossible to guard one-on-one, 
even more so than Allen rverson, 
Kevin Gamett or Shaquille O'NeaL 
Jordan may soon be included 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
VOLLEYBALL 
Eagles soar past Falcons 
BG falls in four to 
EMU, splitting a pair 
of weekend matches 
By Jason ADixon 
RE PORTER 
With no way to crack Eastern 
Michigan's stifling defense 
and unable to find a rhythm 
offensively, the Bowling Green 
volleyball team was handed 
(heir first defeat in four games 
Saturday night, 30-20,30-22,28- 
30,30-26. 
"It's nice to get a road win, 
but we just have outright wars 
with Bowling Green," said 
EMU coach Kim Berrington. 
"It doesn't matter if one team's 
doing well and the other one's 
not. They fight so hard and 
they're so physical, the rallies 
are so long and both teams are 
just into it. 
"We were really worried, 
because they've put up some 
big numbers and we know they 
really get after it offensively," she 
continued. "We were just trying 
to stay disciplined blocking and 
disciplined defensively." 
The Eagles (13-5, 7-1) dug 90 
balls and held the Falcons to a 
.202 hitting percentage. Becky 
Baltare, Melissa Bartlett and 
Lindsay Piccolini combined 
for 55 kills, as EMU hit .234 for 
the match. 
BG's Kendra Halm and Ashlei 
Nofzinger chipped in with 14 
and 12 kills, respectively. BG 
(11-9) fell to 4-4 in the Mid- 
American Conference and 
remains in third-place in the 
East Division. 
The Falcons jumped out to 
an early 5-3 led, but the Eagles 
used a 17-5 run to take a com- 
manding 10-point lead, never 
looking back. 
Falcon coach Denise Van 
De Walle said it was tough to 
rebound from the game one 
loss. 
"I think any team that wins 
the first game in volleyball has 
the momentum, because then 
MikiMatzfii BGNem 
WITH FURY: BG's Kendra Halm, a redshirt freshman, gets a kill against CMU on Friday. The Falcons beat 
the Chippewas 3-0, but lost 3-1 to the Eastern Michigan Eagles on Saturday. 
you have to go try and steal it," 
she said. "I don't want to take 
anything away from Eastern 
Michigan, because 1 thought 
they played great defense 
tonight and I thought they did 
a lot of nice things offensively 
that we couldn't handle." 
BG was pushed to the limit 
during game three but never 
trailed en route to its lone win. 
Unfortunately for the Falcons, 
EMU wasn't phased from the 
loss, according to Bartlett. 
"They gave us a bit of a scare 
in the third game, but luck- 
ily we were able to come back 
and get the fourth game," she 
said. "It's always tough to play 
on the road ... We knew it was 
going to be a tough match. We 
played pretty good defense and 
passed really well, which set up 
well for our defense," 
Van De Walle said she was 
disappointed the team was 
outworked by the Eagles in the 
backrow. 
"i knew what to expect offen- 
sively from them ... But in the 
backcourt to me, there's no 
excuse for sometimes lack of 
effort, letting balls drop and 
the miscommunication that we 
showed," she said. 
"You can always work hard. 
You can't always win, and I 
don't feel we did throughout the 
match. There were points where 
we battled and really pressed, 
and then were points where we 
looked flat, non-agressive and I 
don't like that. 
The two areas where I'm dis- 
appointed for us, is that I just 
didn't feel our serving stressed 
them enough and then sec- 
ondly, they outworked us in 
the backrow. That shouldn't 
happen." 
On Friday night, the Falcons 
swept Central Michigan 30-17, 
30-20, 33-31. Chrissy Gothke 
led BG by recording 12 kills, 30 
assists and 10 digs — her sec- 
ond triple-double of the season. 
Kendra Halm, who was named 
MAC East Player of the Week 
yesterday, pounded down a 
career-high 20 kills. 
The Falcons outscored CMU 
63-37 in the first two games 
before pulling a 33-31 victory in 
the final game. 
"I thought we looked pretty 
good and we had expected to 
take the floor really aggressive, 
and we did," she said. "Kendra 
came in and had one heck of 
a night. Chelsea |Meek| had a 
great night defensively. 
"We felt confident all the way 
through and that was a good 
thing. I just saw how aggressive 
were from the get-go that win- 
ning in three was the goal." 
HOCKEY 
Falcons come back, fall to Eagles 
BG erases four goal 
deficit but falls to No. 
4 Boston College 
By Kevin ShieMs 
■EPOITCI 
It was a triumphant return for 
former BGSU hockey coach 
Jerry York Saturday night as 
his fourth-ranked Boston 
College Eagles overcame a big 
second period comeback by 
BG to escape the BG Ice Arena 
with a 9-6 win. 
Seven different Eagles tal- 
lied goals on the night as the 
Falcons fell to 0-2 on the year 
despite making a comeback 
from a 6-2 deficit, scoring three 
goals in the second period to 
close to within one. They then 
added a power-play goal early 
in the third period to tie the 
game. 
It wouldn't be enough 
though as a goal by Joe Adams 
at9:26 of the third period broke 
the 6-6 tie and proved to be the 
game-winner as he was able to 
stuff it by BG goaltender Jon 
Horrell on the right side. 
Nathan Gerbe and Joe 
Rooney would add goals just 
three and four minutes later 
as BC pulled away from the 
Falcons en route to its first win 
of the season. 
"1 was extremely proud of 
our group to get it back to 6-6," 
BG coach Scott Paluch said. 
"We showed a lot of who we 
IM Swinger BGNem 
AGAINST THE BOARDS: Bowling Greens James linger, junior, battles 
Merrimack's Brian Boulay during the Falcons' 3-2 loss on Friday. 
are in that regard. We played 
a pretty good hockey game 
against a pretty good team." 
Freshman goaltender Jimmy 
Spratt got the start for the 
Falcons and right away saw 
just how good the Eagles were. 
Just 2:15 into the game BC took' 
a 2-0 lead as Chris Collins tal- 
lied a power-play goal at 1:58 
and teammate Pat Gannon 
answered just 17 seconds later 
by flipping a shot over the 
young net-minder's shoulder 
after taking the puck through 
traffic. 
Spratt was replaced by 
Horrell after giving up his fifth 
goal of the night. 
The Falcons staged their 
first comeback of the night as 
Jonathan Matsumoto notched 
the first of his three goals on 
the night just 45 seconds after 
Gannon's goal to make it 2-1. 
Derek Whitmore tied the 
game at 2-2, scoring on the 
Falcons third power-play of 
the night at 9:58. 
BG's power-play went 5-for- 
12 on the evening as it had 
the BC penalty-killers on their 
heels for most of the night. 
"The Falcon power-play was 
just unstoppable tonight," York 
said. "We were dodging bullets 
toward the end. They moved 
the puck very well. They have 
very skilled players. They were 
very, very good on the power- 
play." 
Coach Paluch was also 
impressed with the way his 
team was able to score success- 
fully with the extra-attacker at 
key moments of the game. 
"Our power-play kept 
answering the bell when we 
needed it," he said. "I thought 
all 10 guys on the power- 
play tonight moved the puck 
extremely well and made some 
terrific plays." 
After BC scored four unan- 
swered goals to take the 6-2 
lead the Falcons used that 
power-play to get them back 
in it. 
Matsumoto added his sec- 
ond goal of the night on a 
power-play at 11:25 of the sec- 
ond period to make it 6-3. Then 
after a goal by Rich Meloche 
48 seconds later, Matsumoto 
completed his hat-trick on 
the power-play with just 4:35 
remaining in the period. 
For Matsumoto it was the 
HOCKEY, PAGE 8 
Crennel 
says no job 
is safe on 
the Browns 
By Tom Withers 
THE ASSOCIATED  PRESS 
BEREA. Ohio — The disap- 
pointment Browns first-year 
coach Romeo Crennel is feel- 
ing following Sunday's ugly 
loss at Baltimore spreads from 
top to bottom on Cleveland's 
53-man roster. 
The way Crennel sees it, 
there's enough blame to go 
around — particularly on 
offense — that everyone's job 
is up for a detailed review. 
And, everyone includes 
Browns starting quarterback 
Trent Dilfer. 
Asked to clarify an earlier 
comment when he implied 
that a change at quarterback 
was possible, Crennel said, 
"Wfe're looking at everything, 
and if we determine that a 
personnel move needs to be 
made, then we'll make a per- 
sonnel move — at whatever 
position it is." 
Two hours later, perhaps 
concerned that his comments 
were being misconstrued, 
Crennel came back downstairs 
to the media room. 
However, Crennel didn't 
clear up confusion over his ear- 
lier remarks, and again chose 
not to diffuse any speculation 
CIKNMEL. PAGE 7 
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Coach says team 
took a step back 
CRENNEL. FROM PAGE 6 
on the remote chance he'll bench 
Dilfer. 
"I said that we would evaluate 
our situation and if personnel 
changes needed to be made, we 
would make them, at whatever 
position," Crennel said. "I did 
not specify any position or any- 
body, and that's what I'm leav- 
ing it at. OK?" 
While it's almost inconceivable 
that Crennel would demote Dilfer 
after one shaky performance 
in favor of rookie Chariie Frye, 
he's not hiding his discourage- 
ment with an offense that crossed 
mid-field just four rimes against 
the Ravens. Cleveland's only 
points came on Phil 
Dawson's 24-yard 
field goal in the third 
quarter. 
Dilfer wasn't sur- 
prised to hear that 
Crennel was analyz- 
ing every aspect of 
Cleveland's offensive 
woes, hoping to fix 
a unit ranked 30th 
in rushing and 26th 
overall in the NFL 
after five weeks. 
The 
Dilfer also under- 
stands that his job is 
subject to the same 
evaluation given to 
any other spot. 
"It should be," he 
said. "That's how it 
should be. Nobody should be safe 
at any position. I expect that." 
Dilfer, on pace to pass for 4.000 
yards, was asked if he felt Crennel 
still believed in him. 
"1 da" he said. "He's been very 
supportive of me privately and 
on the football field. I do believe 
he believes in me." 
The Browns (2-3), gutted fol- 
lowing a 4-12 season in 2004, 
went to Baltimore with a chance 
to go over .500 for the first time in 
two years. But starting with Dilfer 
fumbling away the shotgun snap 
on their first offensive play, the 
Browns made silly penalties all 
over the field and never threat- 
ened to come back. 
For the first time under Crennel. 
the Browns regressed. 







have to go 
back to the 
"We took a step back, which is 
disappointing," Crennel said. "We 
are still trying to find out about 
this team. V\fe have to retrace 
some ground that we thought 
we had improved on. We have to 
go back to the fundamentals and 
basics again." 
Dilfer, too, was irritated with the 
way he played. He had wanted 
some revenge against the Ravens, 
whom he helped lead to a Super 
Bowl victory in 2001 before coach 
Brian Billick decided not to re-sign 
the veteran as a free agent. 
On Sunday, Dilfer finished 16- 
for-30 for 147 yards, lost two fum- 
bles, threw an interception and 
was sacked four times by a swarm- 
ing Ravens defense that gave him 
little time to set up in 
the pocket. 
The Browns' game 
plan coming in was to 
keep the IKIII in I Ufa's 
hands. Offensive 
coordinator Maurice 
Carthon didn't send 
in a running play 
until die second quar- 
ter, but by then the 
Browns were behind 
13-0, a deficit that 
allowed   Baltimore's 
33-year-old    fitndtMWntflls    defense to turn up the 




BROWNS HEAD COACH 
Crennel identified 
the offensive's slug- 
gishness— the Browns 
had just 186 total yards 
— as the most dis- 
heartening aspect of 
a dismaying loss to an AFC North 
rival. I lowever, Cleveland's offense 
wasn't much better a week earlier 
against Chicago, playing poorly 
for more than 57 minutes before 
Dilfer bailed out the Browns with 
two touchdown passes in a 38- 
second span for a 20-10 win. 
Crennel said the coaching 
staff will spend the next two days 
assessing the sputtering offense 
—and vmo plays on It 
"We haven't been very produc- 
tive throwing the football the last 
two weeks," he said. "That's one 
area that we definitely have to look 
at. When you do dial, you've got 
to look at production, look at the 
guy. the quarterback and receivers. 
Then we're going to decide what 
gives us the best chance." 
USC tops first BCS standings 
By Ralph 0. Russo 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Southern California and 
Texas arc in control at 
the top of the first Bowl 
Championship Series stand- 
ings. Notre Dame, howev- 
er, has a long way to go to 
become eligible for a spot in 
one of the college football's four 
big-money bowl games. 
The first-place Trojans are 
No. I in both the USA Today 
coaches' poll and the Harris 
Interactive poll, and they 
graded out best in the six com- 
puter rankings. USC had a 
BCS grade of .9923 and a solid 
cushion over the second-place 
Longhorns (.95911 in the stand- 
ings released Monday. 
But second is as good as first 
in the BCS because the top 
two teams in the standings 
after the regular season play 
in the Rose Bowl on Ian. 4 for a 
national title. 
Texas has a big lead over 
third-place Virginia Tech 
(.9067). 
"I care because we are a great 
team," I.onghorns quarterback 
Vince Young said. "We deserve 
it because of how hard we're 
playing. But the BCS is wild. If 
you just take care of your busi- 
ness as a team, everything else 
will fall into place." 
Georgia (.8933) is fourth and 
Alabama (.8220) fifth. 
Lagging behind is Notre 
Dame (.3985). The Fighting 
Irish are  16th because of a 
"We deserve it because of how hard we're 
playing. But the BCS is wild. If you just 
take care of your business as a team, 
everything else will fall into place." 
VINCE YOUNG, TEXAS QUARTERBACK 
poor showing in the computer 
rankings. 
To become eligible for 
selection to either the Sugar, 
Orange or Fiesta bowls, Notre 
Dame (4-2) needs to finish the 
season with nine wins and be 
in the top 12 of the final BCS 
standings. 
"You start worrying about 
the BCS and what bowl you're 
playing in, then BYU comes in 
and ends up beating you, which 
they are capable of doing, 
which we'll talk about tomor- 
row, then you've made a bad 
miscalculation," Notre Dame 
coach Charlie Weis said shortly 
before the BCS standings were 
released Monday. 
You won't find the rookie 
Fighting Irish coach railing 
against the BCS or for a playoff 
in college football. 
"1 could care less," he said. 
"Really, 1 could care less. I 
mean, whatever it is. lust tell 
me where we're going and I'll 
be there." 
The BCS formula is the same 
as last season, with each poll 
counting for one-third of a 
team's grade and the computer 
ratings making up the remain- 
ing third. The highest grade 
possible is 1.000. 
The difference this year is 
that the Harris poll has replaced 
TJie Associated Press Top 25. 
The AP asked BCS officials to 
stop using the media poll in the 
formula for determining which 
teams play for a national title 
after last season. 
The Harris poll panel is com- 
prised of former players, coach- 
es and administrators, along 
with some media members. 
After a thrilling 34-31 loss to 
USC on Saturday, Notre Dame 
was I lth in the Harris poll and 
12th in the coaches' poll. But 
the Irish are no better than 
22nd in the BCS's six computer 
rankings, and they are not even 
among the best 25 teams in the 
country in computer rankings 
put out by Richard Billingsley 
and Kenneth Masscy. 
In the AP poll, USC is No. 1. 
Texas is No. 2 and Notre Dame 
is No. 9. 
The Bowl Championship 
Series was implemented in 
1998 by the leaders of college 
football's six high-revenue con- 
ferences—Big Fast, Big Ten, Big 
12, Atlantic Coast Conference, 
Pac-10 and Southeastern 
Conference   —   and   Notre 
Dame. 
The champion of each of 
those conferences earns an 
automatic bid into the four BCS 
games. 
TheFightinglrish have played 
in the BCS just once. After Notre' 
Dame went 9-2 in the 2000 
regular season, the Irish were 
beaten 41-9 by Oregon State in 
the Fiesta Bowl. 
Last year, the BCS found itself 
with a problem for which it has 
no solution. 
The regular season ended 
with three unbeaten teams — 
USC, Oklahoma and Auburn 
— at the top of the polls. The 
Tigers were the odd team out 
and the Trojans and Sooners 
played in the Orange Bowl for 
the national title. USC won 55- 
19, and is now in position to 
play for a third straight nation- 
al title. 
Texas hasn't won an outright 
national title since 1969, and 
has yet to play in a BCS national 
title game. 
With seven weeks left in 
this season, there are seven 
unbeaten teams in Division l-A 
— USC, Texas, Virginia Tech, 
Georgia, Alabama, Texas Tech 
and UCLA. 
The Red Raiders (.7034) are 
seventh in the BCS stand- 
ings, behind once-beaten LSU 
(.7078). Miami is eighth (.6928), 
UCLA is ninth (.6675) and Penn 
State (.5860) is tenth. 




BOOKS ARE HERE! 
Off-Campus Students 
Pick Yours Up Today! 
*G30 
Comiruj Out Daijz 
THE   INFORMATION   DESK 
Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union 
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Coach extracts positives 
from weekend loss to BC 
HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 6 
firsl hat-trick of his career as 
he became the first Falcon to 
score a hat-trick since 2004. 
IVArcy McConvey was the lasi 
to do it when he netted three 
againfl Minnssota-Duhith two 
seasons ago. 
His line of Alex Foster and 
Mike Falk accounted for four 
of the six BG goals on the night. 
I .ilk would tie the game at 6-6 
with a power-play tally in the 
third and Foster would add two 
assists. 
"We started playing together 
last year and we've just been 
clicking," Matsumoto said of 
the success. "I love playing 
with Fosterand everything just 
"I'm disappointed 
that our club is 0-2 
right now. But I feel 
really good about 
this team. I like what 
this team can do." 
SCOn PALUCH. HEAD COACH 
came together for us tonight." 
Despite the loss, Coach 
I'aluch feels his team can take 
positives out the weekend that 
included a disappointing 3-2 
loss to Merrimack the night 
before. It was a game where 
the Falcons had clearly out- 
played the Warriors and lost 
after making some key mis- 
takes late in the third period. 
I in disappointed that our 
club is 0-2 right now," Paluch 
said. "But I feel really good 
about this team. I like what 
this team can do. I like the 
fact that we've got a lot of guys 
involved." 
BG will return to the ice 
Thursday night when they 
host fifth-ranked Ohio State to 
kick of their Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association schedule 
before heading to Columbus 
on Friday. 
Travel Help Wanted 
Classified Ads 
372-6977 
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Campus Events 
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 
5 Days From $299! Includes Meals. 
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu 
Evenls. Beach Parlies With Celebri- 
ties As Seen On Real World, Road 
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed1 
promocode: 31 
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386    , 
CANCUN. ACAPULCO, JAMAICA 
From $499! Travel With America's 
Largest & Ethics Award Winning 
Spnng Break Company* Fly Sched- 
uled Airlines, Free Meals. Drinks, 
Biggest Celebrity Parties* On-Cam- 




Discover Europe 6 wks 6 credits 
$2450 Info mtg Tues. Oct. 18 
5 - 5 45pm BAA 3000 Dr Ueltschy 
372-9532 
Personals 
Get paid to think 
Make $75 taking on line surveys 
www.moneyaulhor.com 
Local Fortune 500 company now 
hiring FT/ PT permlnent positions. 
Men & women start immed. 
Are you earning $600/ wk? It not call 
now tor interview. 419-354-2069. 
Part-Time GIFTED COORDINATOR 
POSITION available at Wood Coun- 
ty ESC. Qualifications include 3 
years successful teaching. MAS- 
TERS DEGREE, and valid GIFTED 
CERTIFICATION, or willingness to 
work toward the certificate. 
To apply contact 
Char Eversole 419-354-9010 
Student Work 
Immediate Openings 
$11.75 base/appt.. flex sched. cust 
sales/ service, all ages 17 & older, 
conditions apply, 419-861-6134. 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $475! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
'REE HEAT 






INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 
CO-REC WHIFFLEBALL-OCT. 18 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 
MEN'S & WOMEN'S CROSS 




& Milled Put.ui>«. Gravy. Coleslaw, 
VcseuMe and Gfnbrcad Stuffing 
• Ft..m 4 pm until 1 pm • 
Smoking & Non-Smoking 
Dining Roonu 
'BARTENDING' up to $300'day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided. 
■Call 600-965-6520 ext. 174. 
7 FULL-TIME & 6 PART-TIME 1 yr. 




Bowling Green Physical Therapy is 
seeking a PT aquatics exercise in- 
structor to teach classes midday. 
Previous water exercise and fitness 
background necessary. Please con- 
tact Leah or Beth at 352-2228. 
Deck clerk needed 2 nights/ wk 
midnight to 8am. $6/ hr. Please stop 
in at Buckeye Inn & Studios. 
1740 E Wooster to apply. 352-1520. 
Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Carl 
Now paying drivers S800-S3200 a 
month. Pick up your free car key to- 
day. www.freecarkey.com 
2 RABBITS NEED TO BE 
ADOPTED 
JMDAVIS®BGNET.BGSU.EDU 
'85 Toyota Camry, Order. 4 DR. Au- 
to. Runs Perfect. Dependable. $850 
419-354-1669 
MULTIMEDIA BUNDLE 
Apple iBook G3 500MHz. Apple 
iPod (1st Gen), Epson Scanner. HP 
color Printer. Asking $700/ OBO 
Call 419-460-1321 
For Rent 
"$199.00 Mo.. Next to campus also 
a 3 & 6 Bdrm .houses all next 1o 
oampus & Avail. NOW. Call 419- 
353-0325 9am-9pm 2nd Sem 1 .2. 
& 4 Bdrm apts *rooms 
1 bdrm in 2bdrm apt on E Wooster 
for sublease. $347/month * elec. 
419-575-1053 for more info. 
3 and 4 bedroom house and 
apartment available now. 
419-353-8206 
812 3rd St. Close to BQSU. 
ne*ly painted, 3 BR, 1 Bath, 
privacy fenced m bk. yard. 
$840/ mo Mjep. you pay util. 
Call Man/ 419-474-7775 
2 FREE GYROS! 
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE! 
wwwiomfiiid^ajm-419352 843V Exp  1220.05 
somsmV 
-Where The forty Stortt" 
www souihiide6.com  • 419.352 8639 
UHauR PrrSrm TmtSBma. Biuuuuma^ 
—-^   We honor ALL competitor coupons 
TIRE SAVINGS •V.;**"r* MECHANICAL ^ o»L CHANGE 




AN EXTRA 10% 
Find More Coupons m thotireman.com 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by I bookstore I 
ACROSS 
1  Wraparound warmer 
6 '60s hairdo 
10 Polish companion? 
14 Ann     . Ml 
15 Marsh growth 
16 Perspiration conduit 
17 7Dtno 
20 Flock females 
21 Gets some grub 
22 Brings in 
23 Tommyrot! 
24 Family figures 
25 Soviet dictator 
29 Dumbo, for one 
34 Condor's claw 
35 Aphrodite's son 
36 Cheerleading word 
37 7D quartet 
41 Diary of sorts 
42 Watt patiently 
43 Longed (for) 
44 Independent sort 
47 Aromatic woods 
48 Thar _ blows! 
49 "Sleepless in Seattle" star 
Meg 
51 Thin pancake 
54 Prejudice 
55 Gobi's location 
59 7D trto 
62 Burn balm 
63 Looped yarn bundle 
64 Quick on one's feet 
65 Patch up 
66 Bookie's concern 
67 Tribal symbol 
1 Unhurt 
2 Gullet 
3 Up to the job 
4 Mythical birds of prey 
5 To's partner 
6 Gertrude's tapestry 
7 Buddy of Audubon's? 
8 Ups the RPMs 
9 Praiseful composition 
10 Bellyflop effect 
11 Church mouse descrip- 
tive 
12 Something to pump?    38 
13 Folding money 39 
18 Kind of sign 40 
19 Tide type 45 
23 Tie down 46 
24 Mexican currency        47 
25 Nonetheless 50 
26 No-no 51 
27 True up 52 
28 Spanish article 53 
30 Folk wisdom 54 
31 Bout site 55 
32 Identifier 56 
33 Heavy, dull sounds       57 






Laid eyes on 
As soon as 
Group of thespians 
Jerks sharply 




Jason's mythical ship 
Business outfit 
_ Royale. Ml 
throaty break-in 
Sci-fi Doctor 
Bowler or deerstalker 
ANSWERS 
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V    E    R    S 
bookstore 
mnrnrn i 
</)   Monday-Thursday 
#V     9:00om-7:50pm 
__/ Friday 
^      9:00am -5:30pm 
I   Saturday-Sunday 
Noon-5:3Qpm 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
large bdrm,  room  for 2,  S3007mo. 
utilities inc. W/D & dishwasher. 
2 blcks from campus 419-494-4343 
Subleaser needed lor efficiency 
apartment al 451 Thirstin Ave. 
Close to campus. $395/ mo and 
furnished. 
Call Michelle at 419-261-5609 
Subleaser Wanted Beautiful, clean, 
spacious t bdrm. apt. $3957mo. * 
elec. 1 mile from campus. Brand 
new kitchen. D/W & bathroom. Big 
enough for 2 students, ideal for 1. 
Recommended for upperclassmen, 
grads, & young professionals. Avail. 
Dec. 15. December renl is free. 
erhail mscanlo@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
(Only)Buckeye Studlos(2 yrs .old) 
Student Housing Available for 2005 
Monthly, Semester & Year Long 
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes all 
utilities & 25" TV As low as 
$4257mo Call 419-352-1520. 
Sublet 3 bdrm. 2 bath furnished apt 
on Thurslin till May '06. $800/mo + 
util. 419-358-8205 
^L 
TWO BEDROOM RENTALS 
Available Immediately lo Augusl 5,2006 Noon oi immediately lo May 6,2006 Noon 
GREAT LOCATIONS 
ONE PERSON RATES 
Starting at $400.00 per month, deposit $400.00 
TWO PERSON RATES 
Starting at $470.00 per month, deposit $470.00 
THREE PERSON RATES 
Starting at $530.00 per month, deposit $530.00 
'rent i$ the same price for furnished, partially fvmnhed or unfurnished 
■■   II I I II   II 
IOIIN \i;\\i.o\ i; RIAL KSTATK, INC 
KIM XI  1111 II I  419.354.2260 
319 E   Wbo\ici Streoi • Located Aoou lioru 'nco Bell 
lay to Fndoy 8 30 to 5 30 Saturday 
* *« (ohnnowlo^"toliit<jlc (on1 
Get S.M.A.R.T. 
Get Educational 
Women's Week Speal 
Susan Rodriguez 
Speaking about 
HIV, AIDS, &. Breast Cancer 
October 18th at 9:15pm in 101 Olscamp 
